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A model is developed to explain the experimental relative sensitivity factors (RSF) in GDMS, based on transport and ionization of the sputtered atoms. The densities of argon metastable atoms and argon ions and the flux energy distribution of electrons throughout the discharge, which are needed to calculate the ionization factor, are obtained from explicit modelling work of the dc-GD, instead of using fitting parameters for those quantities, as was done in previous models. Since the literature contains values for cross-sections of asymmetric charge transfer ionization for only a few elements, the work was carried out in reverse order. This process was neglected in the first instance. It was found that the model based on transport and Penning ionization only (electrostatic impact ionization is of minor importance), is not able to explain the variations in experimental RSFs for all elements. The discrepancy is clearly correlated with the (non)availability of suitable energy levels for charge transfer of the element ions. This correlation strongly suggests that ionization by asymmetric charge transfer between argon ions and the sputtered atoms is able to explain the variations in the RSF values.
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Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) is a sensitive technique for the analysis of solid conducting materials.1,2 One of the benefits is the fairly uniform sensitivity when determining most elements. The relative sensitivity factors (RSFs) lie generally within one order of magnitude. The RSF in GDMS is defined as the multiplication factor that has to be applied to the measured ion current ratio in order to obtain the relative concentration. For good analytical results, these RSF values have to be known accurately. This information can be obtained by analysing certified reference materials.3,4 Empirical models have been developed to predict RSF values, they are based on fitting parameters in order to reach the best agreement between calculated and experimental values.5,7 An overview and comparison of such models is given in ref. 8.

In the present work, a new model is presented to explain the experimental RSF values, based on the model of Vieth and Hunke.6 (i.e., based on transport and ionization of the sputtered atoms). The densities and flux energy distributions of the plasma species required to calculate the ionization factor, are not considered as fitting parameters but are obtained from explicit mathematical modelling work of a dc-GD.9-14 It will be argued that, apart from transport of sputtered atoms and from Penning ionization (electron impact ionization is of minor importance), asymmetric charge transfer between the sputtered atoms and Ar ions is mainly responsible for the variations in RSF values among different elements.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL**

According to the above definition, the RSF in GDMS can be written as:

$$\frac{C_x}{C_z} = \text{RSF} \left[ \frac{x}{z} \right] \times \frac{I_x}{I_z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where I and C are the ion current and the concentration in mass units, respectively, and x and z represent the element x and the internal standard z, respectively.

This RSF value is related to the relative ion yield (RIY) in the following way:

$$\text{RSF} \left[ \frac{x}{z} \right] = \frac{\text{RIY}}{1} \times \frac{M_x}{M_z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where M_x and M_z are the atomic masses.

The model presented here is partly based on that of Vieth and Hunke.6 It states that the RIY is determined only by transport and ionization/recombination effects:

$$\text{RIY} \left[ \frac{x}{z} \right] = S_x \times \frac{x}{z} \times S_z \times \frac{z}{x}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where S_x and S_z describe the transport and the ionization/recombination, respectively. The same transport factor is adopted as in the model of Vieth and Hunke, i.e., transport occurs by diffusion and it is stated that elements with a higher diffusion coefficient will diffuse more quickly towards the walls, where they will be lost, so that their concentration in the plasma will be less:

$$S_x \left[ \frac{x}{z} \right] = \frac{D_x}{D_z} = \frac{(r_x + r_z) \times \sqrt{\mu_x}}{(r_x + r_z) \times \sqrt{\mu_z}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

since $D_x = \frac{1}{(r_x + r_z) \times \sqrt{\mu_x}}$, $\mu_x$ is the reduced mass of atoms x and Ar, and $r_x$ is the radius of the atom x.

However, the ionization factor is treated more explicitly, based on the cross-section data of the different processes and on the densities of the plasma species, which are calculated by explicit mathematical modelling work.9-14 Instead of using fitting parameters for these quantities, which can easily take physically unrealistic values, the three ionization processes considered are Penning ionization [eqn. (5)], electron impact ionization [eqn. (6)] and asymmetric charge transfer [eqn. (7)]. Electron-ion recombination is neglected since it is generally accepted that this process is of minor importance in the GD, owing to the relatively low electron density in the plasma.15

$$M^0 + Ar^{m^+} \rightarrow M^+ + Ar^m + e^-$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$M^0 + e^- \rightarrow M^+ + 2e^-$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$M^0 + Ar^m \rightarrow M^+ + Ar^m$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)


This yields the following equation for the RIY:

\[
RIY \left[ \frac{x}{s} \right] = \delta \left[ \frac{x}{s} \right] \times \delta_y \left[ \frac{x}{s} \right] = \frac{n_{Ar} \cdot k_{Ar} + \sum j \left( E \right) \cdot D_{Ar} \cdot \left( E \right) + n_{Ar} \cdot k_{CT} \cdot \frac{v_{Ar} + v_{Ar}^2 + \frac{v_{Ar}^2}{\mu_{Ar}}}{r_{Ar} + v_{Ar}^2 + \frac{v_{Ar}^2}{\mu_{Ar}}} \right)
\]

where \( n_{Ar}, \ n_{Ar}^*, \) and \( j \left( E \right) \) are the Ar metastable density, the Ar ion density and the electron flux energy distribution, respectively; \( k_{Ar}, \ k_{CT} \) and \( D_{Ar} \) are the Penning ionization and charge transfer rate constants and the electron impact ionization cross-section as a function of the electron energy, respectively, and \( v \) and \( m \) are defined above.

The three ionization processes and the ways in which the Ar ion and Ar metastable densities and the electron flux energy distribution are calculated, are described below in more detail.

Penning Ionization

The cross-section of Penning ionization is taken from the literature (Terzaghi et al., 1970) and is expressed by:

\[
\sigma_{Pen} = \sqrt{\mu \times s \times R_0^3},
\]

where \( R_0 \) is the atomic radius.

The Ar metastable density throughout the discharge is calculated by a balance equation taking into account all the possible production and loss processes. The production processes incorporated are: (i) fast electron, (ii) fast Ar ion impact excitation, (iii) fast Ar atom impact excitation and (iv) electron-ion radiative recombination (which is actually negligible). The loss processes include: (i) fast electron impact ionization and (ii) excitation from the metastable level to higher energy levels; (iii) electron quenching to the resonant levels; (iv) fast metastable–metastable collisions; (v) Penning ionization of the Ar metastable level; (vi) two-body and (vii) three-body collisions with Ar ground-state atoms and (viii) diffusion and de-excitation at the walls. This results in the following differential equation:

\[
\frac{\partial n_{Ar}^*}{\partial t} = -D_{Ar} \frac{\partial^2 n_{Ar}^*}{\partial x^2} = r_{Pen}(x) - r_{loss}(x)
\]

where

\[
r_{Pen}(x) = r_{Pen,ex}(x) + r_{Pen,exc}(x) = \frac{E}{2m} \frac{v_{Ar}^2}{\mu}
\]

and

\[
r_{Pen,exc}(x) = \frac{E}{2m} \frac{v_{Ar}^2}{\mu} + \frac{n_{Ar}^* \cdot k_{Pen} \cdot \left( E \right)}{\mu}
\]

where \( x = z_0 + v_{Ar} \Delta t, \ y = y_0 + v_y \Delta t, \ n_{Ar} = n_{Ar,0} + v_{Ar} \Delta t, \ v_y = v_{Ar} \Delta t, \) and \( n_{Ar}^* = n_{Ar}^* + v_{Ar} \Delta t, \ v_y = v_{Ar} \Delta t, \ v_y = v_{Ar} \Delta t \)

\[
z, x, y, z_0, x_0, y_0, \text{ and } y_0 \text{ are the positions of the electron after and before the time interval } \Delta t, \ v_x, \ v_y, \text{ and } v_z \text{ are the velocities after and before the time interval } \Delta t, \ E \text{ is the electric field, and } q \text{ and } m \text{ are the charge and mass of the electron.}

The probability of collision (Prob) during that time interval is determined by:

\[
Prob = 1 - \exp \left( -\Delta s \cdot n \cdot \sigma_{Pen} \right)
\]

where \( \Delta s \) is the distance travelled during \( \Delta t, \ n \) is the Ar gas density and \( \sigma_{Pen} \) is the total collision cross-section.

This probability is compared with a random number between 0 and 1. If the probability is lower than the random number, no collision takes place and the electron is followed during the next time interval. If the probability is higher than the random number, a collision takes place. Collision processes incorporated in the model are electron impact excitation, ionization and elastic collisions. To determine which type of collision takes place, the partial collision probabilities are calculated and the total collision probability is subdivided into intervals with lengths corresponding to these partial probabilities. A second random number is generated, and the interval in which this random number falls determines the type of collision that takes place. The new energy and three-dimensional direction of the electron after collision are also determined by random numbers. After this collision, the electron is followed during the next time interval, and the procedure is repeated.

By following a large number of electrons in this explicit, statistical way, their behaviour can be simulated, and the electron flux energy distribution can be calculated. More details about this model can be found in refs. 9 and 11.

Ar metastable density as a function of distance from the cathode is illustrated in Fig. 1 for 100 Pa and 1000 V.

**Electron Impact Ionization**

The cross-section of electron impact ionization as a function of the electron energy is adapted from ref. 18. The complete electron energy distribution throughout the discharge is calculated by fast electron Monte Carlo simulations. This is the most accurate way to describe the electron behaviour. The electrons start at the cathode, created by secondary electron emission. During successive time intervals, their trajectory throughout the discharge is described by Newton’s laws:

\[
x = x_0 + v_x \Delta t, \ y = y_0 + v_y \Delta t, \ z = z_0 + v_z \Delta t
\]

\[
v_x = v_{x0} + \frac{qE}{m} \Delta t, \ v_y = v_{y0}, \ v_z = v_{z0}
\]

\[
z, x, y, z_0, x_0, y_0, \text{ and } y_0 \text{ are the positions of the electron after and before the time interval } \Delta t, \ v_x, \ v_y, \text{ and } v_z \text{ are the velocities after and before the time interval } \Delta t, \ E \text{ is the electric field, and } q \text{ and } m \text{ are the charge and mass of the electron.}

The probability of collision (Prob) during that time interval is determined by:

\[
Prob = 1 - \exp \left( -\Delta s \cdot n \cdot \sigma_{Pen} \right)
\]

where \( \Delta s \) is the distance travelled during \( \Delta t, \ n \) is the Ar gas density and \( \sigma_{Pen} \) is the total collision cross-section.

This probability is compared with a random number between 0 and 1. If the probability is lower than the random number, no collision takes place and the electron is followed during the next time interval. If the probability is higher than the random number, a collision takes place. Collision processes incorporated in the model are electron impact excitation, ionization and elastic collisions. To determine which type of collision takes place, the partial collision probabilities are calculated and the total collision probability is subdivided into intervals with lengths corresponding to these partial probabilities. A second random number is generated, and the interval in which this random number falls determines the type of collision that takes place. The new energy and three-dimensional direction of the electron after collision are also determined by random numbers. After this collision, the electron is followed during the next time interval, and the procedure is repeated.

By following a large number of electrons in this explicit, statistical way, their behaviour can be simulated, and the electron flux energy distribution can be calculated. More details about this model can be found in refs. 9 and 11.
In Fig. 2(a) is presented the fast electron flux throughout the discharge, i.e., the total flux of fast electrons scattering back and forth, calculated with the model in ref. 11, at 100 Pa and 1000 V. The flux reaches a maximum at the beginning of the negative glow owing to the back and forth scattering. In Fig. 2(b) the electron energy distribution at the anode backplate is shown. It was calculated using the model described in ref. 11 at 100 Pa and 1000 V and is representative for the energy distribution in the entire negative glow. Most of the electrons have energies too low for electron impact ionization. However, electrons of all energies are present in the plasma; a peak is even observed at maximum energy, which represents the electrons that have traversed the discharge without any collisions.

It can be shown that electron impact ionization is almost negligible compared with Penning ionization. Indeed, the Penning ionization cross-section is of the order of $5 \times 10^{-14}$ cm$^2$ corresponding to a rate constant of about $2.5 \times 10^{-18}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$. Combined with the Ar metastable density of about $10^2$ cm$^{-3}$ at 100 Pa and 1000 V (see Fig. 1), this yields a rate of the order of 250 s$^{-1}$. The electron impact ionization cross-section is of the order of $10^{-14}$ cm$^2$ at the energies of importance in the GD. The electron flux is of the order of $10^3$-10$^5$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ at 100 Pa and 1000 V (see Fig. 2(a)), resulting in a rate of only 0.1-1 s$^{-1}$. Modelling studies have indeed also shown that electron impact ionization accounts for only about 1% of the total ionization of sputtered atoms at the typical discharge conditions of GDMS. Moreover, it is well known that the sputtered atoms are much more efficiently ionized than the Ar atoms, which is also due to the fact that Penning ionization is more effective than electron impact ionization.

### Asymmetric Charge Transfer

Asymmetric charge transfer between an Ar ion and a sputtered analyte atom occurs only if the energy difference between the Ar ion ground state (or metastable level) and the energy levels of the resulting analyte ion is sufficiently small. The efficiency of this process generally decreases with growing energy difference between the levels. Charge transfer is therefore a more or less selective process. This is unlike Penning ionization which occurs unselectively for all elements having an ionization potential below the Ar metastable energy level, independently of the relative position of the energy levels.

Asymmetric charge transfer is a process that can occur over a wide range of energies, from thermal to MeV energies. The cross-section is clearly dependent on the energy of the incident particle. It is generally rather small at low energies, since the electrons have time to adjust adiabatically to the changing potential as the collision proceeds and therefore the probability of a transition is small. There are of course exceptions to this behavior, e.g., to electron orbital promotion and to curve crossing in the temporary molecule formed in the collision. The probability of charge transfer increases with increasing energy, reaching a maximum whereafter it decreases again, since at high velocities of the projectile, the time of interaction is reduced. Moreover, the electron must change its momentum in the charge-transfer process, and this is less probable at high projectile velocities.

The process of charge transfer (symmetric and asymmetric) has been studied fairly extensively both theoretically and experimentally. A good overview of the different theoretical approaches and experimental methods can be found in ref. 20. A comprehensive list of papers can be found in the literature, describing the asymmetric charge transfer process at high to very high projectile energies (several tens of eV to the MeV range), both theoretically (see for example refs. 21–34) and experimentally (see for example refs. 35–40). These studies mainly concerned the rare gases, H, C, and the alkali metals. Since the discharge gas ions in the plasma are thermalized in the negative glow region, which constitutes the major part of the GD and the most interesting region for ionization processes, the behavior of the asymmetric charge transfer process at thermal energies instead of the high energies treated in the above mentioned references are of specific interest in the present study. Experimental cross-sectional data of asymmetric charge transfer at thermal energies are available in the literature, but most of these data concern reactions of the rare gases and of molecular gases, such CO, H$_2$, and O$_2$, (e.g., refs. 41–47). Cross-sectional data of the reaction between rare gas ions and metals are much more difficult to find in the literature, and these are the ones of interest when using the GD as an analytical tool. A number of papers have described the asymmetric charge transfer process in a qualitative manner or shown evidence for the occurrence of such processes in GDs and ICPs (e.g., refs. 48–59). Quantitative cross-sectional data, mostly obtained experimentally, are available in the literature, in connection with metal-vapour ion (hollow cathode) lasers, for specific combinations of reactants, for example He$^+$/Cd (e.g., refs. 70 and 71), He$^+$/Zn (e.g., ref. 72), He$^+$/Hg (e.g., refs. 44,73–76), He$^+$/Cu (e.g., ref. 77), Ne$^+$/Zn (e.g., ref. 78), Ar$^+$/Cu (e.g., ref. 79) and Xe$^+$/CaSr (e.g., ref. 80). Ref. 81 presents cross-sectional data for the different combinations of reactions between He$^+$, Xe$^+$ or Cs$^+$ ions with Fe, Mo, Al, Ti, Ta and C atoms, at energies ranging from 1 to 5000 eV. To our knowledge, asymmetric charge transfer cross-sectional data between Ar$^+$ ions and various transition element metals (Fe, Ta, Mo, ...) at thermal energies are unfortunately rarely available in the literature. It is also dangerous to deduce the cross-sections from data between other elements. Indeed, the process seems to be fairly complicated, for example, it is not always true that the smallest energy difference between energy levels yields the highest cross-section. This process can only be treated adequately by...
quantum mechanics, which is beyond the scope of the present paper.

Because of the virtual non-availability of these cross-sectional data, the relative importance of this process in the GD is still a controversial subject. Steers and co-workers have clearly demonstrated the occurrence of asymmetric charge transfer in the Grimm-type GD, between Ar⁺ and Cu,⁵⁶,⁶⁰ for Ne⁺–Cu and Ne⁺–Al, for Ar⁺–Fe,⁶² and between Ar⁺ and Ti.⁶³ Recently, Wagaitsuma and Hirokawa,⁶⁴ showed evidence for the occurrence of this process for Ar⁺–Fe and Ne⁺–Fe in a Grimm-type GD. The process has also been shown to be important in hollow cathode discharges between Ne⁺ and Cu,⁵⁶,⁶⁰,⁶² Ar⁺, Ne⁺ and Fe,⁶⁵ Ar⁺ and Ti,⁶³,⁶⁴ He⁺ and Cu²⁺ and between Ar⁺ and Cu.⁶⁷ In the early investigations of Coburn and Kay,⁶⁸ Penning ionization was considered to be the most important ionization process and charge transfer was neglected. These workers considered only charge transfer in which the ground state of the analyte ions is formed; since ΔE is then far too large, they ruled out that possibility. However, as was demonstrated by Steers and co-workers,⁵⁶,⁶⁰ the resulting analyte ion can also be formed in an excited state so that ΔE can be much smaller. Levy et al.⁶⁹ found, on the other hand, that charge transfer between Ar⁺ and Cu is unimportant in low-pressure, low-current discharges. Indeed, the Ca ions possess only one energy level, which has a good overlap with the Ar ions in the metastable state (see further, Fig. 3), and it is highly possible that the Ar ions in the metastable state have low densities in a low-pressure discharge. However, a large number of other elements do possess ionic energy levels that have a good overlap with the Ar ion ground-state level, but these elements were not investigated in ref. 84, so that the conclusions of that paper cannot be generalized.

From the few cross-sectional data available (i.e., for He⁺–Cd⁷⁰ and He⁺–Zn⁷¹; for these cases, a good overlap is found and moreover the Penning ionization and charge transfer cross-sections are measured to be of comparable magnitude) and from the Ar ion density calculated in ref. 11, it could be expected that asymmetric charge transfer can have a non-negligible role for specific elements, also in low-pressure discharges (∼100 Pa).

The Ar ion density throughout the discharge is calculated with a fluid model, which is solved iteratively with the last electron Monte Carlo model in order to obtain self-consistent results for the electric field. The relevant equations of the fluid model are the continuity equations of the Ar ions and thermalized electrons [eqns. (14) and (15), respectively], the flux equations of the Ar ions and thermalized electrons, based on diffusion and migration [eqns. (16) and (17), respectively] and the Poisson equation for the self-consistent electric field [eqn. (18)]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial n_1}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial j_1}{\partial x} &= r_1 \\
\frac{\partial n_2}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial j_2}{\partial x} &= r_2 \\
j_1 &= -\mu n_1 e \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} - D_1 \frac{\partial n_1}{\partial x} \\
j_2 &= \mu n_2 e \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} - D_2 \frac{\partial n_2}{\partial x} \\
\frac{\partial V}{\partial x} + \frac{e}{\varepsilon_0} (n_1 - n_2 - n_{\text{fast}}) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

where the subscripts 1, e and fast represent the argon ions, and thermalized and fast electrons, respectively, n, j, e, u, D and B are the particle densities, fluxes, production rates, mobilities and diffusion coefficients, respectively, V is the electrical potential. e and \( \varepsilon_0 \) are the electron charge and permittivity in a vacuum, respectively.

Owing to the strong coupling and severe non-linearity of these equations, solving this fluid model is a difficult numerical task. The method that was used to solve it is based on the Scharfetter–Gummel exponential scheme. More details about this model can be found in ref. 11. The resulting Ar ion density as a function of distance from the cathode at 100 Pa and 1000 V is presented in Fig. 1. It has the same order of magnitude as the Ar metastable density, but its maximum is further into the discharge.

Since the rate constant of charge transfer is not generally known for all elements, the work was carried out in reverse order (i.e., since the cross-section values are unknown, we cannot calculate the role of this process directly. Therefore, the process is in the first instance neglected, and from the discrepancy between theory and experiment the influence of the process is deduced). The RIY of the elements is calculated, taking only the transport and Penning ionization factors into account. The electron impact ionization factor can be neglected (see above). The calculated RIY is then compared with the experimental RY and the relative difference is calculated. Moreover, by systematic investigation, the individual energy levels of all the element ions that lie close to the Ar ion ground or metastable level, and which could therefore be important for charge transfer, were sought. The relative difference between
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results are presented in Table 1. The first column shows all elements incorporated in the present study. In the second column the experimental RSP values for all elements, taken from ref 3, are presented. They were obtained with the VG0000 glow discharge mass spectrometer at 1000 V and 3 mA, which are similar discharge conditions to the ones used in the present calculations. Iron is taken as the internal standard, and therefore has an RSP value equal to 1. The experimental RIYs computed from the RSPs with eqn (2), are given in the third column. Columns 4 and 5 represent the Penning ionization and transport factor of each element, respectively. The calculated RIY is obtained by multiplication of the Penning ionization and transport factor, and is given in the sixth column. In columns 7, the relative difference between calculated and experimental RIYs is shown:

\[ \Delta(\text{RIY})_{\text{calc}} = \frac{[\text{RIY}]_{\text{exp}} - [\text{RIY}]_{\text{calc}}]}{[\text{RIY}]_{\text{exp}}} \times 2 \]  

(19)

Column 8 indicates the number of energy levels of the element ions that can possibly play a role in charge transfer with Ar ions. These were obtained by systematic investigation of the energy levels of all element ions under study. It is not known exactly how close the energy levels must lie to each other in order to have efficient charge transfer. According to ref. 52, charge transfer can occur as long as the energy difference is less than 2 eV (the energy level of the element ion lying below the energy level of the Ar ion). Ref. 73 states that charge transfer is most effective for energy differences of 0.1-0.4 eV but that it can still take place at energy differences of 1 eV. Hence, it is not straightforward to give an exact number of the energy levels suitable for charge transfer. Therefore, in the table “none” is written if there are certainly no levels which can play a role i.e., there are no levels lying within about 2 eV of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>RSP</th>
<th>RIY</th>
<th>$S_{Fe}/(Fe)$</th>
<th>$S_{(x)/Fe}$</th>
<th>RIY$_{calc}$</th>
<th>AR(%)</th>
<th>Number of levels suitable for CT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>+1.40</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>+1.15</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>+0.17</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>+0.74</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>No PI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>No PI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>+1.60</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>+1.02</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>+0.84</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>+0.83</td>
<td>1 (far)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>+1.13</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>+1.07</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>+0.54</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>+0.48</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>+0.40</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>+0.83</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>+0.38</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>=1</td>
<td>=1</td>
<td>=1</td>
<td>=1</td>
<td>=1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>+0.38</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>+1.30</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>+1.42</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>+1.26</td>
<td>1 (far)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>+1.36</td>
<td>1 (far)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>+0.87</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>+0.73</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>+0.11</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>+0.35</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>99 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>+0.36</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>+0.98</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>+1.38</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>+0.77</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>+1.16</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>+0.88</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>+0.19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>+0.30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>+1.12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>+0.49</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>+1.11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the Ar ion levels; 'many' means that a large number of energy levels are available which can account for charge transfer (i.e., many levels are within about 1 eV below and about 0.02 eV above the Ar ion levels). If there are only a few levels suitable for charge transfer, this number is mentioned in the table. When this number is in parenthesis, the level can only give charge transfer with the Ar ion metastable state, which could be less important in low pressure discharges (see above).

(a) For the elements Ti to Sr, the calculated RIY is clearly higher than the experimental one [average $\Delta$RIY$_{Ti-Sr}$ $\approx$ 1.0]. Only B forms a minor exception. For N, O and Cl, the RIY is not calculated since these elements have an ionization potential higher than the Ar metastable energy and can therefore not be ionized by Penning ionization. This is clearly reflected in the low RIV and high RSF that were obtained experimentally. Moreover, the elements of this group will not undergo charge transfer with Ar, in accordance with the absence of suitable energy levels.

(b) For the elements Ca to Ni, the experimental and calculated RIYs are more or less comparable with each other, i.e., the relative difference (average value is $\approx$ 0.17) is clearly smaller than for group (a), except for Cr. The calculated RIY is somewhat higher for the elements Ca, Cr, Mn, Co and Ni, whereas for Ti and V, the calculated RIY is slightly lower. For Fe, both experimental and calculated RIYs are by definition equal to one, and the relative difference is therefore zero. The elements of this group hence show a behaviour similar to the internal standard Fe, i.e., possibility of charge transfer, as could have been expected from the energy scheme of their ions.

(c) The elements Cu to Se again belong to the first category, since the calculated RIYs are clearly higher than the experimental ones, the relative difference being rather large ($\approx$ 1.2 on average), i.e., no charge transfer, in accordance with the energy levels of their ions.

(d) The elements Zr to Rh fit into the second category (occurrence of charge transfer), with the experimental and calculated RIYs being of comparable magnitude [average $\Delta$RIY$_{Zr-Rh}$ $\approx$ 0.12]. For Mo and Rh, slightly higher calculated RIYs are obtained, while the reverse is true for Zr and Ru.

(e) The group from Pd to Te is again characterized by systematically higher calculated RIYs compared with the experimental ones (average $\approx$ 1.0 on average, i.e., no charge transfer, as confirmed by the unfavourable energy levels of their ions.

(f) For W, Re and Pt again comparable experimental and calculated RIYs are obtained [average $\Delta$RIY$_{W-Re-Pt}$ $\approx$ 0.2 on average]; for W and Re, the calculated RIY is lower, while for Pt the calculated value is slightly higher. These elements allow charge transfer with Ar ions and their behaviour is similar to that of the internal standard Fe.

(g) The last group is formed by Au to Bi, and for these elements, the calculated RIYs are again higher than the experimental values, the relative difference is $\approx$ 0.03 on average, being rather small for Au and Pb, but clearly large for Ti and Bi. The ions of these elements are not likely to be formed by charge transfer with Ar.

Hence it appears that the systematic subdivision into different groups according to the relative difference between calculated and experimental RIYs is directly correlated with the presence or absence of ionic energy levels suitable for charge transfer with Ar ions, illustrated in column 8 of Table 1. Indeed, the elements of the groups (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) for which the calculated RIYs are too high compared with the experimental values (category I), possess no or almost no energy levels that are suitable for charge transfer, whereas the elements of the groups (ii), (iii) and (iv) for which the calculated and experimental RIYs are more comparable (category 2), are characterized by a fairly large number of energy levels that can account for charge transfer. This excellent correlation strongly suggests that the occurrence or absence of charge transfer can explain the variations in the RIYs of the elements, iron, which belongs to category 2, is taken as the internal standard. Hence for the elements of category 2, the agreement between experimental and calculated RIYs is already satisfactory, since charge transfer is compared to Fe and a so-called charge transfer factor would be of the order of 1. However, the calculated RIYs of the elements of category 1, for which charge transfer is clearly less important than for the standard iron, must be corrected by a charge transfer factor which is less than 1, in order to reach agreement with the experimental RIYs.

The fact that a few elements (i.e., B, Cr and the elements in the last group) show some discrepancy in their behaviour could be due to uncertainties in the experimental RSFs or to the fact that for these elements still other effects are important. Moreover, charge transfer is a complicated process and the most suitable energy difference for charge transfer is not known. Further, it appears that the cross-section also depends on the quantum states involved. Hence it is impossible to explain exactly the variations in the relative differences among the elements within category 2. The behaviour of Cr might indicate that, in spite of the large number of levels that could on energy considerations account for charge transfer, no such excitation occurs, owing to selection rules. In spite of the discrepancy for a few individual elements, which cannot be explained in detail yet, the important role of charge transfer in defining the RIY values seems highly probable.

CONCLUSION

The variations in experimental RSFs and RIY were investigated, by an explicit treatment of the physical processes occurring in a d-c GD. The results strongly suggest that charge transfer is responsible for the variations in the RIY, which could not be explained by transport phenomena and Penning ionization only.
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